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ORIGINAL SHOTGUN SLUGS
Riﬂed Sabot Spin - Hybrid Sabot Spin
Die-pressed Hi-tech Spin - Perfect Universal Spin
Sport Shooting Training - Sport Competition
Universal Classic - Paradox Special
Law enforcement - Door breaching - Lethal

Riﬂed Sabot
The most advanced type of sabot slugs. Complete protection of the barrel during the shooting.
These spinning slugs guarantee stable and very accurate results.
Riﬂed sabot slugs can be used in all types of shotguns with any barrel chokes.

Scorpion & Gecon

Shershen

Superior penetration power.
Provides deep penetration and bloody trail.
Very universal all-purpose usage.
Gekon version is 100% lead-free.

Guaranteed expansion power and
huge stopping eﬀect. Excellent choice
for hoofed game hunting in any conditions.

Scorpion

12х70

34,7 g

Gecon

12х70

22,0 g

12х70
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32,3 g

Hybrid Sabot
Unique hybrid type of slug, that combines the best advantages of both, sabot and caliber slugs.
Excellent balance of aerodynamical properties.
Ensures minimum contact of lead part with barrel during the shooting.
Riﬂed hybrid slug can be used in all types of shotguns with any barrel chokes.

Sheriﬀ
Reliable accuracy and great penetration ability.
Minimum ricochet. Very favorable for
classical hunting and sports shooting.
Fantastic results in “slug riﬂed” barrels.

12х70

32,0 g
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Die-pressed Hi-tech Spin
Very progressive and advanced type of spinning riﬂed slugs.
Super precise hi-tech die-pressing of details.
Unique combination of the highest precision, great penetration and stopping power at the farthest distances.
Perfect for all types of shotguns with any barrel chokes.

Tornado

Carat

Unique architecture guarantees ideal expansion
thanks to airtight cavity and brass upper center.
Perfect choice for hunting in woods and thicket.
Huge stopping power.

Perfect accuracy and perfect penetration.
The best choice for hunting large,
huge and sturdy game.
Excellent results at any distance.

12х70

37,0 g

12х70

EXTRA DESIGN - possibility to stamp company's logo onto brass center
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34,0 g

Perfect Universal Spin
Original slugs, manufactured by high-precision die-casting.
Guaranteed spinning, high accuracy and high initial velocity.
Absolutely universal usage and reliability at all the types of hunting.
These riﬂed slugs can be used in all types of shotguns with any barrel chokes.

Diabolo Spin K
Next generation of the beloved “Diabolo Spin” range.
The upgraded “Diabolo Spin K” line has matching
plastic container, for super stable ﬂight trajectory
and increased maximal shooting distance.
.
12х70
20х70
410х76

32,0 g
24,5 g
8,0 g
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Sport Shooting Training
Along with slugs for super results in competitions, there is an equally important
range for day-by-day shooting trainings.
Extra attention to the comfort of shooter and reliability of results in intensive mode.
For all types of shotguns with any barrel chokes.

Diabolo Spin Ultra

Practice Short

Special sportive version of “Diabolo Spin K” slug.
Lighter weight adjusted to all
types of dynamic shooting.
High accuracy for all sports and tactical exercises.

Light slug that gives minor, imperceptible recoil.
Proved itself as massive hit for beginners,
especially children and women.
Very eﬀective for all exercises up to 30 meters.

12х70

26,0 g

12х67
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22,5 g

Sport Superb Performance
The perfect slugs for various types of sports shooting disciplines.
Die-pressing of lead for superior accuracy.
Proven results at multiple international competitions.
Troubleproof usage in any modiﬁcation of shotgun.

Practice Champion Mini

Practice Champion

The shortest slug that works perfectly
in cartridges of minimal length,
from 38 mm to 43 mm.
Great accuracy for the tiniest rounds.

12х50

One of the most popular slugs in demand
for practical shooting in Europe.
The production technology allows to create slugs as
identical clones, that guarantees stable equal results.

27,7 g
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12х70

27,5 g

20х70

19,0 g

Universal Classics
The eﬀective classic slugs that remain in assortment throughout the years.
Reliable and popular, perfect for all types of shotguns with any barrel chokes.

Hurricane

Takho Paradox

Slug architecture ensures predictable
instant expansion at the hitting momentum.
Great stopping power, even if the shot was poorly placed.
For predators and hoofed game of any size and weight.

Slug that is a sure hit for last 22 years, evolved
with the special modiﬁcation for fully riﬂed barrels.
Fitting any twist, this slug received perfect
rotation in the barrel and boasts excellent accuracy.

12х70
12х76
16х70
20х70

33,5 g
40,3 g
29,5 g
21,4 g

12х70
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31,3 g

Law Enforcement - Door breaching
Safe for usage by the shooter and people behind the targeted door.
Heavy pressed particles have power to break the lock, but instant decomposition makes the shot safe for people.
Currently used in operations by special units.

Knock-Knock

Knock-Knock

Slug with pressed LEAD powder for safe and eﬀective
door breaching. Version for heavy steel locks, steel
frames and doors. Particles settle down instantly
with no harm to eyesight or breathing.

Slug with pressed COPPER powder for safe
and eﬀective door breaching.
Works with the most locks.
Suits very well for poorly-ventilated premises.

12х70

35,0 g

12х70
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22,7 g

Law Enforcement - Lethal
At times, when the resultative performance is a Must in dangerous situations, this slug does the job.
Whatever must be stopped - will be stopped at once.
Whatever must be broken - will be broken in correct manner.

Tornado Steel
Monster slug for the most diﬃcult challenges.
Steel core in soft lead jacket, that provides perfect rotation in ﬂight
and allows to use the slug with any barrel choke.
Produced by special request.

41,4 g

12х70
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ORIGINAL SHOTGUN SLUGS
12х70

12х76

Scorpion

34,7 g

Gekon

22,0 g

Shershen

32,3 g

Sheriﬀ
Tornado

32,0 g

Carat

34,0 g

Diabolo Spin К

32,0 g

Diabolo Spin Ultra
Practice Champion

26,0 g

Hurricane

33,5 g

Takho Paradox

31,3 g

Knock-Knock lead

35,0 g

Knock-Knock copper

22,7 g

Tornado Steel

41,4 g

37,0 g

27,5 g

12х50
Practice Champion Mini

27,7 g

12х67
Practice Short

22,5 g

40,3 g

Hurricane

16х70
29,5 g

Hurricane

20х70
Diabolo Spin К

24,5 g

Practice Champion
Hurricane

19,0 g
21,4 g

410х76
Hurricane

8,0 g

TAKHO is one of the leading inventors of slugs in the world.
The complete range of original slugs exceeds 70 unique types.
Not all the available types of slugs are included into present catalogue.
There is always an open possibility of special and exclusive slug projects.
Please kindly address info@takho.ua for any questions and requests.
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